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Response and Habituation of the Human Amygdala
during Visual Processing of Facial Expression
Hans C. Breiter,*† Nancy L. Etcoff,† Paul J. Whalen,† bilateral amygdala lesions have demonstrated impair-
ments in recognition of fear (Adolphs et al., 1994, 1995;William A. Kennedy,* Scott L. Rauch,*†
Hamann et al., 1996; Calder et al., 1996). Involvement ofRandy L. Buckner,* Monica M. Strauss,†
the amygdala in emotional processes, particularly fear,Steven E. Hyman,†‡ and Bruce R. Rosen*
finds support from aversive (fear) conditioning experi-*Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Center
ments with animals (LeDoux, 1992, 1993; Kapp et al., 1992;Department of Radiology
Davis, 1992) and human lesion data (LaBar et al., 1995;†Department of Psychiatry
Bechara et al., 1995). Interpretation of human lesion dataMassachusetts General Hospital
is limited by small sample size, variability in lesion sizeand Harvard Medical School
and location, as well as difficulty controlling for eitherCharlestown, Massachusetts 02129
compensatory neural mechanisms or neurodevelopment
(Adolphs et al., 1994, 1995; Hamann et al., 1996). Results
from the human lesion studies suggest that the amygdalaSummary
may be involved in facial emotion recognition, but are
difficult to reconcile with the PET studies that have gener-We measured amygdala activity in human volunteers
ally yielded negative results.during rapid visual presentations of fearful, happy, and
To investigate amygdala function in normal human vol-neutral faces using functional magnetic resonance im-
unteers during visual processing of fear and other emo-aging (fMRI). The first experiment involved a fixed or-
tions, we used functional magnetic resonance imagingder of conditions both within and across runs, while
(fMRI) (Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1992; Bandettinithe second one used a fully counterbalanced order in
et al., 1992) in conjunction withcomputerized presentationaddition to a low level baseline of simple visual stimuli.
of standardized facial expressions for fear and happinessIn both experiments, the amygdala was preferentially
(Ekman and Friesen, 1976). fMRI has good spatial resolu-activated in response to fearful versus neutral faces.
tion, which benefits studies targeting the amygdala givenIn the counterbalanced experiment, the amygdala also
its relatively small volume.responded preferentially to happy versus neutral
We performed two sets of experiments: the first experi-faces, suggesting a possible generalized response to
ment primarily focused on the visual processing of fearfulemotionally valenced stimuli. Rapid habituation ef-
faces relative to neutral ones, with a secondary focus onfects were prominent in both experiments. Thus, the
processing of happy faces. A fixed sequence of experi-human amygdala responds preferentially to emotion-
mental conditions (epochs) was used so that all runs withally valenced faces and rapidly habituates to them.
fearful faces could be averaged for time course assess-
ment. Furthermore, the two runs with fearful faces were
Introduction
always imaged before the two runs with happy faces to
minimize order effects in the fearful runs. Such a design
Darwin hypothesized that primates have universal facial optimized examination of the fearful faces, but gave rise
expressions of emotion with a common evolutionary to potential order effects when separately examining the
origin (Darwin, 1872). This thesis was expanded by Tom- fearful and the happy runs. Therefore, we ran a second
kins who postulated a linkage between facial muscular experiment ina new cohort of subjects.The second exper-
movements and experienced affect for eight primary iment sought to replicate the primary effect and to control
affect states (Tomkins, 1962, 1963). Visual identification for potential order effects with a fully counterbalanced
of six of these primary affect states was studied subse- experimental design. While the first experiment examined
quently by Ekman in literate and preliterate cultures and amygdala activation in an exploratory manner, involving
found to be similar across cultures; in particular, fearful, the construction of multivoxel nonparametric maps, the
angry, and happy facial expressions were well recog- second experiment was specifically focused on confirma-
nized by all cultures studied (Ekman et al., 1969). tion and extension of the findings of the first experiment
With the development of electrophysiology and neuro- using a region-of-interest (ROI) analysis. The ROIs evalu-
imaging, multiple studies have begun to characterize the ated in the second experiment were independently deter-
brain circuitry that mediates the visual processing of facial mined from amygdala activations in the first experiment.
expression. Electrophysiological studiesof nonhuman pri- This combination of analyses, involving replication of find-
mates (Rolls, 1984; Leonard et al., 1985; Nakamura et al., ings across independent data sets, has been previously
1992) and epileptic patients (Halgren et al., 1994) have used in PET research (Buckner et al., 1995). As follow-up
shown amygdala activity during perception of neutral face analyses of data from the second experiment, exploratory
stimuli, but positron emission tomography (PET) studies nonparametric maps were then constructed for additional
of normal subjects have not consistently shown amygdala contrasts not addressed by the ROI analysis, such as the
activity with visual recognition of facial identity (George et contrast of emotional faces to a fixation baseline.
al., 1993; Sergent et al., 1994; Andreasen et al., 1996). Both experiments involved a total of four runs, during
Studies of facial emotion recognition have similarly pro- which subjects passively viewed rapid presentation of
duced complex results; some but not all patients with faces segregated into epochs of neutral expression alter-
nated withepochs ofone emotionalexpression (see Figure
1). Based upon human lesion data, we hypothesized that,‡Present address: Office of the Director, National Institute of Mental
Health, National Institutes of Health, Rockville, Maryland 20857. compared with neutral faces, fearful faces would induce
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Figure 1. Design of Experiments 1 and 2
The first experiment employed an A-B-C-B-C-B design, while the second experiment used both A-B-C-B-C-B-A and A-C-B-C-B-C-A designs
to counterbalance potential within-run order effects regarding the emotional and neutral conditions. In both experiments, stimuli, comprising
faces from Ekman and Friesen (1976) alternated with fixation points, were rapidly presented.
increased activity within the amygdala (Adolphs et al., data were averaged across run, concatenated after appro-
priate normalization of baselines, and interrogated using1994, 1995; Calder et al., 1996), while happy faces would
induce no amygdala activation (Calder et al., 1996). From Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) maps. With this contrast, we
observed a significant (p < 1024) emotional versus neutralneuroimaging research on facial identity, we proposed a
limited control activation; we hypothesized that neutral expression effect bilaterally in the anterior amygdala (see
Figure 2a).faces compared with fixation would produce signal
changes in the fusiform gyrus (George et al., 1993; Haxby Separate Emotions versus Neutral Contrast
When the effects of fearful and happy expressions wereet al., 1994; Sergent et al., 1994; Andreasen et al., 1996;
Puce et al., 1996; Kanwisher et al., 1996). Activation in separately compared with neutral expressions, distinct
activation differences were noted.the fusiform gyrus would thus provide confirmation that
subjects were processing face stimuli. If, for instance, the Fearful expressions were associated with bilateral an-
terior amygdala activation (p < 1024). For the anteriorfusiform gyrus and amygdala both did not show activation
to face stimuli, then one would have evidence of a type amygdala activations, mean (6 standard deviation) sig-
nal changes of 0.57% 6 0.16% and 0.68% 6 0.13% wereII error with regard to the amygdala data. Given the a
priori focus of these experiments on the amygdala and measured in the right and left amygdala, respectively.
In contrast, no significant amygdala signal changesthe control region of the fusiform gyrus, this manuscript
focuses on results pertaining to these territories. were associated with happy faces compared with neutral
faces (see Table 1 and Figures 2a and 2b).
Control Region ActivationResults
Control region activation in the fusiform gyrus was ob-
servedacross the four concatenated runs by contrastingA Priori Analyses of Experiment 1
All Emotion versus Neutral Contrast the first neutral face epoch of each run with the preced-
ing fixation timepoints (area 37/19, mean signal change:In the first experiment, to evaluate general expressive ver-
sus neutral face effects, we compared all emotional ex- right, 0.66% 6 0.17%; left, 0.91 6 0.16%; p < 1026).
Significant activations (p < 1026) in these same regionspression epochswith neutralepochs. For this comparison,
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Figure 2. Data from Experiment 1
(a) KS statistical maps are shown in pseudocolor juxtaposed on gray tone Talairach-averaged structural images for five slices showing the
amygdala. The mosaic on top shows the contrast of all emotion epochs versus all neutral epochs across four total runs in the first experiment.
The bottom two mosaics show the fearful versus neutral and the happy versus neutral contrasts for the first experiment. The correction for
multiple comparisons in the volume of the amygdala is p < 6.6 3 104, while the Bonferroni correction for all gray matter voxels sampled in
the brain is 7.1 3 1026.
(b) Normalized fMRI signal intensity over time in the amygdala is shown for the two conditions in the first experiment. Green bars represent
epochs during which emotional expressions were presented. Sampled voxels in the amygdala on Talairach-transformed average maps had
to meet a threshold of KS p < 0.001. Given no significant happy versus neutral activation, for runs 3 and 4, voxels were sampled which were
in the amygdala. For the first four runs, the initial neutral epoch showed significantly higher signal than subsequent neutral epochs.
Table 1. Activation Foci from Experiment 1
Fearful versus Neutral Faces Happy versus Neutral Faces
Anatomy BA Tal Coordinate P Anatomy BA Tal Coordinate P
R/L A/P S/I R/L A/P S/I
Amygdala 219 23 29 1027 [ [ [ [
25 23 29 1025
228 29 213 1024
a
Temporo-occipital lobe
GF 37 41 240 216 1026 GF 37 247 253 213 1023
244 243 216 1027 47 253 29 1023
25 253 26 1026
GF 19 225 262 213 1025
234 265 29 1026
These data summarize activation in the amygdala and fusiform gyrus for the fear versus neutral and the happy versus neutral contrast in the
first experiment. “Anatomy” identifies the gyrus of structure using the nomenclature of Talairach and Tournoux (1988), while BA indicates the
probable Brodman area of the activation. Under “coordinates” are the Talairach coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) of the voxel with
the maximum p value as determined from the KS maps smoothed with a Hamming filter (Breiter et al., 1996). Coordinates are expressed in
millimeters from the anterior commissure: x, right(1)/left(2); y, anterior(1)/posterior(2); z, superior (1)/inferior(2). P indicates the maximum
p value for each activated cluster of voxels. The correction for multiple comparisons with regard to the amygdala is p , 6.6 3 104. The
Bonferroni correction for all gray matter voxels sampled in the brain is 7.1 3 1026.
aActivation was only noted post hoc, after completion of the data collection for the second study.
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Table 2. Percent Signal Change in the Amygdala Showing Within-Run Decreases between the First and Second Fear Epochs, and the
Third and Fourth Fear Epochs
Run 1 Run 2
First Emotion Second Emotion Third Emotion Fourth Emotion
Epoch versus Epoch versus Epoch versus Epoch versus
Following Following Following Following
Location Neutral Epoch Neutral Epoch Neutral Epoch Neutral Epoch
Right amygdala 0.66% 6 0.13% 0.36% 6 0.16% 0.56% 6 0.11% 0.40% 6 0.08%
Left amygdala 0.59% 6 0.17% 0.59% 6 0.10% 0.73% 6 0.21% 0.37% 6 0.21%
Each run (i.e., that contains the first and second and that contains the third and fourth epochs) was separated by a 4 min rest.
were also observed in the fearful versus neutral face each experimental run for comparison with each experi-
mental condition. The second experiment used a newsubtraction. Fusiform gyrus activation was visible atonly
low thresholds for the happy versus neutral contrast (all cohort of subjects naive to the protocol.
p < 1023) (see Table 1).
A Priori ROI Analysis of Experiment 2
Post Hoc Analyses of Experiment 1 Separate Emotions versus Neutral Contrast
Amygdala Response to Faces Given the significant amygdala activation for the fearful
versus Fixation Point versus neutral subtraction in the first experiment, we
Although not examined as a hypothesized response, first wanted to determine whether this finding would
comparison of the first neutral face epochs with the replicate. ROIs were constructed that included activated
fixation point epochs revealed posterior amygdala acti- voxels from the fearful versus neutral comparison of the
vation (p < 1024). Owing to this observation, a longer first experiment, thresholded at p < 0.001, which were
baseline of fixation points was added to the beginning in the amygdala on the basis of superposition over high
and the end of each experimental run for the second resolution conventional T1-weighted images and Talair-
experiment (see Figure 1). ach coordinates. In general, our implementation of ROI
Within-Run Signal Changes analysis treated the volume of investigated tissue as
A habituation-like response was noted in the amygdala one large voxel. A left anterior amygdala ROI (over four
within experimental run. Over all four runs, the first neu- slices) and a right anterior amygdala ROI (over two
tral face epoch produced significantly higher mean sig- slices) were constructed. The ROIs were examined for
nal (0.47% 6 0.15%) in the bilateral amygdala relative activation in the second experiment. Significant effects
to subsequent neutral face epochs (KS, p < 1024). Signal were detected for the fearful versus neutral comparison
change from first to second and third neutral epochs in the left amygdala ROI (p < 1024), and a trend for an
per run was as follows: 0.7%, 0.4%, 0.4%, 0.3%. effect in the right amygdala ROI (p < 0.05). These ROI
This within-run signal decrease was also noted for the analyses show replication of the left amygdala results
fearful epochs (see Table 2) at statistical thresholds for the fearful versus neutral contrast between the first
(p < 0.001) that did not reach our corrected threshold and second experiments. The right amygdala ROI did
for multiple comparisons in the amygdala. No signal not meet our correction for multiple comparisons. As in
decreases between successive epochs of happy faces
the first experiment, the right amygdala showed a
were noted.
smaller degree of signal change than the left amygdala
Control region activation in the fusiform gyrus was
for the runs with fearful faces and may account for the
not observed with comparisons of first versus second
detection of only a trend.
epochs of neutral, fearful, or happy faces, suggesting
In the happy versus neutral contrast, KS statistics
the effect was specific to the amygdala.
showed a significant effect for only the left anterior
amygdala ROI (p < 0.004) (see Table 3).
Across-Run Signal ChangesExperiment 2
The ROI analysis was extended to evaluate the relativeThe first experiment involved both a fixed order of stimu-
contributions of early versus late exposure to fearful andlus conditions within runs (i.e., neutral epochs preceded
happy expressions (i.e., did fear runs done before happyemotional epochs except for a final neutral epoch) and
runs [n 5 4 subjects] have more amygdala signal thanruns with a fixed order relative to each other (i.e., fear
fear runs done after happy ones [n 5 4 subjects]?). Asruns first, then happy runs). While these design orders
summarized in Table 3, a significant order or habituationwere chosen to optimize the likelihood of detecting
effect occurred for both a priori amygdala ROIs with theamygdala effects, they left open the possibility that order
fearful expression runs, and a similar order or habitua-effects could be contaminating some of the compari-
tion effect occurred in the same ROIs for the happysons. To address this possibility, a second experiment
expression runs. These results are particularly strikingwas conducted involving counterbalancing of stimulus
for the right amygdala ROI, which was not significantconditions within and across runs to control for potential
for the happy versus neutral contrast across all eightorder effects (see Figure 1). A low level baseline of fixa-
tion points was also added to the beginning and end of subjects, yet showed a strong habituation-like effect.
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again in the second experiment using the same proce-Table 3. ROI Analysis Results
dures as in the first experiment. Thus, data were aver-
Comparison ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3
aged across run, the four runs were concatenated, and
Fear versus p , 0.004b p , 0.0149b p , 0.004b KS maps were constructed comparing all emotional ex-
neutral pression epochs with neutral epochs. In this contrast,
Happy versus p , 0.004b p , 0.19a p , 0.74a
we again observed a significant (p < 1024) emotionalneutral
versus neutral expression effect in the left anterior
amygdala (see Figure 3a).First fear versus p , 0.004b p , 0.004b p , 0.004b
last fear Control Region Activation
First happy versus p , 0.004b p , 0.004b p , 0.004b Control region activation in the fusiform gyrus was as-
last happy sessed across the four concatenated runs, comparing
ROI 1 was located in the left anterior amygdala, ROI 2 was located neutral face epochs within each run with the fixation
in the right anterior amygdala, and ROI 3 was located in the left timepoints before and after each experimental run (see
posterolateral amygdala. ROI 3, which was not targeted as an a Figure 1). Significant activation in the fusiform gyrus
priori region, was identified after collection of data in the second was observed (p < 1026, see Table 4).
experiment and reported as a post hoc observation. In the first two
In the second experiment, the same fusiform gyrusrows, Kruskal–Wallis tests sought an effect by group; ROIs showing
activations were also noted in the contrast of fearfulsuch an effect were investigated further with KS tests between
specificconditions. In the last two rows, KStests contrastedspecific versus neutral faces and of happy versus neutral faces
conditions. Given 12 comparisons, the significance threshold is cor- (see Table 4).
rected to p , 0.004 for each individual contrast. Amygdala Response to Faces versus Fixation Point
aStatistics involved the Kruskal–Wallis test; H values were corrected Contrast of neutral face epochs versus fixation point
for ties.
epochs in the second experiment produced activationbStatistics involved the KS test for two unpaired groups.
(p < 1024) in the posterior amygdala (see Figure 3b).
Similarly, the comparison of fearful faces versus fixa-
tion point, and of happy faces versus fixation point, also
Post Hoc ROI Analysis of Experiment 2 produced significant posterior amygdala signal in-
Separate Emotions versus Neutral Contrast creases (all p < 1024). Amygdala signal change in re-
An activation in the left posterior amygdala was noted sponse to happy faces versus fixation points (all p <
in both the first and second study after completion of 1024) was unique to the second experiment (see Figure
the second study (see Table 1 and Figure 2). As this 3b), for which runs with happy faces also appeared ear-
activation had not been initially tabulated in the first lier than runs with fearful faces in four subjects.
study, it was included in the ROI analysis as a post hoc Within-Run Signal Changes
observation (ROI 3; Table 3). The ROI for this activation Observations of within run changes for neutral epochs
was constructed using activated voxels from the fearful were replicated and extended in the second experiment.
versus neutral comparison of the first experiment, For the runs with fearful faces, significant right posterior
thresholded at p < 1023, which were in the posterior amygdala signal change was noted for the first versus
amygdala on thebasis of superposition over high resolu- second neutral epoch (p < 1024). Signal decrease be-
tion conventional T1-weighted images and Talairach co- tween epochs of neutral faces was also observed in the
ordinates. A significant effect was detected for the fear- bilateral amygdala for the runs with happy expressions
ful versus neutral comparison alone (p < 0.004). (all p < 1024) (see Figure 3c).
Across-Run Signal Changes Significant first versus second fearful epoch signal
As with the two a priori ROIs, a significant order or change was observed in the right posterior amygdala
habituation effect occurred for the left posterior ROI (see during the second experiment (p < 1024) (see Figure 3c).
Table 3) in the fearful expression runs and the happy Also, significant first versus second happy epoch sig-
expression runs. nal changewas observed in the right posterior amygdala
Amygdala Response to Faces versus Fixation Point (p < 1024) (see Figure 3c).
Although not intended as a test, there was little to no As with the first experiment, control region activation
activation observed for the neutral face epochs relative in the fusiform gyrus was not observed in the second
to a normalized fixation baseline for the ROI in the left experiment for comparisons of first versus second ep-
anterior amygdala. This ROI was the only ROI significant ochs of neutral, fearful, or happy faces (see Table 4).
for the contrast of both sets of emotional faces to the
neutral expressions. In it, mean (6 standard deviation)
signal change for the fearful faces relative to the fixation Subjective Ratings and Qualitative Physiology
Postscanning, subjects were interviewed, in open-endedbaseline was 0.32% 6 0.29%, while for the neutral faces
it was 0.07% 6 0.31%. For the happy faces relative to fashion, about what they had seen. For both experiments,
all subjects described correctly the emotional expressionsthe fixation baseline, signal change was 0.29% 6 0.49%,
while for the neutral faces it was 0.05% 6 0.35%. utilized. Subjects were then asked to characterize feelings
experienced during scanning and to rank their intensity on
an analog scale. Subjects in the first experiment reportedPost Hoc Analyses via Voxel-by-Voxel Mapping
for Contrasts Not Performed by the ROI nonspecific emotional arousal with the onset of emotional
expressions (analog scale ranging from 0–10, 10 being theAnalysis of Experiment 2
All Emotion versus Neutral Contrast maximum; mean 5 2.5 6 1.7 and 4.5 6 2.9 for fearful and
happy expressions, respectively), which declined over theGeneral emotion versus neutral effects were evaluated
Neuron
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Figure 3. Data from Experiment 2
(a) As in Figure 2a, this mosaic shows the contrast of all emotion epochs versus all neutral epochs across four total runs in the second
experiment.
(b) KS maps of activation in the amygdala from the contrast of faces versus the low level baseline. The contrast was specifically between
neutral, fearful, and happy epochs versus fixation point epochs from the second experiment. Activations are shown over the two posterior
most coronal brain slices showing amygdala.
(c) KS maps of amygdala activation. The specific contrasts were the first neutral epoch versus second neutral epoch for the two runs with
fearful faces, the first fearful versus second fearful epoch for the two runs with this condition, and the first happy versus second happy epoch
for the two runs with this condition.
run. Similarly, in the second experiment, subjects reported change was detected in the anterior amygdala for the
neutral facial expressions.nonspecific emotional arousal with the onset of emotional
In contrast, a posterior amygdala activation, whichexpressions (mean 5 4.6 6 1.4 and 6.0 6 2.0 for fearful
was observed post hoc, showed positive signal changesand happy expressions, respectively),which declined over
to neutral faces relative to a low level baseline of simplethe run. Heart rate was monitored by pulse-oximetry (In
visual stimuli for both experiments. In thesecond experi-Vivo Systems) over each experimental run, and changes
ment, the posterior amygdala, as well as the controlwere recorded by hand. For subjects scanned in the two
region of the fusiform gyrus, showed activation for theexperiments, median heart rate per epoch of neutral or
contrast of each type of facial expression against theemotional expressions differed by 1%–2% across experi-
low level baseline; this data suggests that the posteriormental run. No obvious changes in heart rate related to
amygdala might respond to faces in general, but thisexperimental epoch were observed.
finding will have to be replicated in future studies.
We found evidence suggestive of habituation in the
Discussion amygdala in response to facial stimuli. In both experi-
ments, the amygdala response to fearful and to neutral
Across two independent studies, we have observed and faces was shown to decline rapidly within run. The ob-
replicated anterior amygdala activation during the visual servation of within run signal decrease for the visual
processing of fearful versus neutral faces (left > right). processing of happy expressions was also observed in
In the second experiment where we replicated this find- the second experiment. While the amygdala exhibited
ing, we also found left anterior amygdala activation for a signal decrement within run to each category of facial
the comparison of happy versus neutral faces, sug- expression, the control region of the fusiform gyrus did
gesting activation across emotional expressions. Rela- not. In the second experiment, there was a decrease in
amygdala activation across successive runs with fearfultive to a normalized fixation baseline, minimal signal
Human Amygdala Response to Facial Expression
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lower mean fMRI signal changes than previously re-Table 4. Summary Fusiform Gyrus (a37/19) Activation
ported in experiments of perceptual processing (Tootell
Condition a37/19 Activation
et al., 1995), cognitive function (Cohen et al., 1996), or
Experiment 1 psychiatric symptoms (Breiter et al., 1996). The magni-
First neutral versus [ tude of signal observed in the amygdala during these
second neutral (fear runs)
two experiments was on the same scale as the noiseFirst neutral versus [
produced by the scanner. To protect against potentialsecond neutral (happy runs)
errors from low signal-to-noise, we utilized averagingFirst fear versus [
second fear in our data analysis to increase contrast-to-noise and
First happy versus [ routinely scanned phantoms to assure that baseline
second happy noise levels did not exceed z0.2%. Without these pre-
Fear versus neutral 1
cautions, fMRI studies of the amygdala will have anHappy versus neutral [
increased potential for type II error.Neutral versus fixation 1
Finally, the amygdala is close to regions with a high(all runs)
potential for magnetic susceptibility artifact, primarily
Experiment 2 seen on echo-planar images as signal dropout. Given
First neutral versus [ unpredictable effects on T2*-weighted signal change
second neutral (fear runs)
from regions with high susceptibility, we checked andFirst neutral versus [
confirmed that activations seen in these two experi-second neutral (happy runs)
ments did not overlap regions of susceptibility artifactFirst fear versus [
second fear on the functional images.
First happy versus [
second happy
Neutral versus fixation 1 Fear and the Amygdala
(fear runs) In the domain of human perception of emotion, the cur-
Neutral versus fixation 1
rent findings support inferences, from clinical case re-(happy runs)
ports of patients with lesions, that implicate the amyg-Fear versus fixation 1
Happy versus fixation 1 dala in visual processing of fearful facial expressions
Fear versus neutral 1 (Adolphs et al., 1994, 1995; Hamann et al., 1996; Calder
Happy versus neutral 1 et al., 1996). The fMRI results have the advantage of
being free of the variables introduced by differences inThis table summarizes activation in the fusiform gyrus by conditions
contrasted. Activations had to meet a Bonferroni threshold of p , lesion size and compensatory adaptations. Other neu-
7.1 3 1026 to be considered a hit (1); at lower thresholds (p , roimaging studies have also observed amygdala activa-
0.001), the happy versus neutral contrast did show fusiform gyrus tion in studies of threat and negatively valenced emo-
activation.
tions in healthy volunteers and psychiatric patients. For
instance, a recent PET study with normal subjects re-
ported increased glucose metabolism in the right amyg-
dala correlated with increased recall of emotionallyand with happy faces. This occurred in all three amyg-
dala ROIs. arousing events (Cahill et al., 1996). Another fMRI study
reported amygdala signal change in three subjects in
response to pictures with negative versus neutral va-Limitations
In this study, imaging the amygdala with fMRI was a lence (Irwin et al., 1996). Similar amygdala activation
was noted in patients with posttraumatic stress disorderchallenging process given four related issues: the struc-
ture is small; its anatomic location requires use of a during PET scanning of provoked symptoms (Rauch et
al., 1996) and inobsessive–compulsive disorder patientsheadcoil that produces less signal-to-noise; it produces
small signal changes in response to activating stimuli, during fMRI scanning of their provoked symptoms
(Breiter et al., 1996). Amygdala activation for both anxi-resulting in low contrast-to-noise; it is near regions pro-
ducing strong susceptibility artifact. The average vol- ety disorder studies was interpreted tobe due to assess-
ment of aversive or threat-related eventsand topotentialume of the total amygdala in young men is 5.5 cm3
(Filipek et al., 1994). Our voxel size during imaging was recall of aversive memories (Breiter and Rauch, 1996).
The amygdala activation by fearful versus neutral faces3 3 3 3 8 mm, which would appear adequate to resolve
amygdala subnuclei. But, the combination of movement is in agreement with these previous reports and sug-
gests a role for the amygdala in assessment of threat-correction, transformation into Talairach space, and
smoothing during statistical mapping alters our spatial related stimuli. The amygdala activation seen in our two
experiments could also reflect some degree of recall ofresolution to z1 cm3 (conservatively). Activations from
our study, thus, cannot be attributed to specific nuclei. emotional memories (LeDoux, 1992, 1993; Kapp et al.,
1992; Davis, 1992); further investigation in humans ofIn the case of the two foci of left amygdala signal change
observed in both experiments (for the fear versus neutral selective attention to emotion and emotional condition-
ing is warranted.contrast), these activations had maxima >1 cm apart
and can be considered as distinct, but cannot be local- In this context, it is important to note that the same
two regions activated in the left amygdala in bothexperi-ized beyond the anterior and posterolateral amygdala.
Amygdala activation in these experiments yielded ments (one anterior and the other posterolateral) for the
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fearful versus neutral faces. Of these two regions, only habituation occurs rapidlyenough to prevent determina-
tion of their frequency specificity (Bordi and LeDoux,the left anterior amygdala activation was observed for
the happy versus neutral faces in the second experi- 1992). These cells would show no further response after
two to five repetitions of a stimulus (Bordi and LeDoux,ment. The left posterolateral amygdala activation might
represent a subregion activation that, along with low 1992), even with long interstimulus intervals (i.e., min-
utes) (Bordi et al., 1993). Our observation of habituationlevel right amygdala activation, distinguishes the fearful
versus neutral from the happy versus neutral conditions. in the amygdala within an experimental run had a time
scale on the order of 1 min. With an interval between
fMRI runs of 4 min, we continued to see a habituation-Positive Emotion and the Amygdala
like response; further experimentation isneeded tomea-The observation of amygdala activation for happy versus
sure the interstimulus intervals needed for response re-neutral faces was unexpected. To date, no patients with
instatement after habituation in humans. The fusiformamygdala lesions have been reported to have difficulty
gyrus, which we used as a control region, did not showwith the recognition of happy faces (Adolphs et al., 1994,
within-run habituation to stimuli. This observation, along1995; Hamann et al., 1996; Calder et al., 1996). On the
with that of amygdala habituation across runs in re-other hand, there is a substantial literature on amygdala
sponse to emotional stimuli, extends the work of Bordiinvolvement with processes unrelated to threat assess-
and colleagues (1992, 1993) to include complex visualment, such as reward conditioning in animals (Gaffan
stimuli and emotional valence as inputs to which theand Harrison, 1987, 1988; Everitt et al., 1991; Jones and
amygdala rapidly habituates.Mishkin, 1972; Spiegler and Mishkin, 1981; Cador et al.,
1989; Hatfield et al., 1996) and humans (Breiter et al.,
1996, NeuroImage, abstract). The data from this study Face Recognition and the Amygdala
In the second experiment, we tentatively observed pos-suggest that the amygdala might respond to some as-
pects of emotion beyond threat, such as emotions re- terior amygdala activation for each category of facial
expression relative to a low level baseline of flickeringlated to reward. Replication of the amygdala response to
happy expression will be a necessary step for assessing fixation points. These observations are consistent with
electrophysiological studies in primates showing popu-whether or not the amygdala responds to multiple cate-
gories of emotional valence. Imaging studies investigat- lations of neurons in the amygdala that respond to faces
in general (Rolls, 1981, 1984; Leonard et al., 1985; Naka-ing the other categories of facial expression studied by
Ekman and colleagues (1969, 1989), such as disgust, mura et al., 1992). In combination with input from neu-
rons in the temporal cortices that respond to face spe-anger, surprise, and sadness will also be critical for
determining whether or not the amygdala is involved cific features (i.e., eyes, hair, or mouths) (Perrett et al.,
1982), input from temporal cortex neurons conveyingwith the assessment of affect in general, or is category
specific. information about facial expression (Hasselmo et al.,
1989), and input from other temporal regions involved
with visual information processing (Aggleton et al.,Habituation and the Amygdala
1980), the amygdala has been hypothesized to be partThe decrease in amygdala signal observed within and
of a system evolved for rapid and reliable identificationacross runs with happy expressions and runs with fearful
of individuals from their faces. It has been proposedexpressions suggests evidence of habituation. Alternative
that this capacity for facial identification is particularlyexplanations include scanner drift, subject fatigue, or
important in primate social behavior (Rolls, 1981, 1984,changes in subject anxiety or attention (Benkelfat et al.,
1985, 1991; Perrett and Rolls, 1982; Leonard et al., 1985).1995; Schneider et al., 1996). Our use of the AIR (auto-
mated image registration) algorithm (Jiang et al., 1995)
for movement detection and correction, counterbalanced Facial Expression and the Fusiform Gyrus
Brodman area 37/19 in the fusiform gyrus, which weorder for statistical map generation, and counterbalanced
stimulus presentation for the second experiment, would selected as a control region, has been conceptualized
to be a component of the ventral processing stream forcompensate for these potential confounds.
Habituation is one possible explanation for the lack visual information (Tootell et al., 1995) and has been
implicated in complex feature detection and recognitionof activation seen in the amygdala for the happy versus
neutral contrast in the first experiment, given that fear of face identity (George et al., 1993; Haxby et al., 1994;
Sergent et al., 1994; Andreasen et al., 1996; Puce et al.,runs always preceded happy runs. The data from the
first experiment suggest that the signal change during 1996; Kanwisher et al., 1996). Its activation in the fearful
versus neutral face comparison across both experi-visual processing of happy faces was less than one third
of that during fear. In contrast, signal change in the ments and the happy versus neutral face comparison
of the second experiment could be due to regional pro-anterior amygdala during the second experiment (where
order was counterbalanced) was similar for the fearful cessing of facial expression or to modulation via back-
projections from other regions, such as the amygdalaversus neutral, and the happy versus neutral compari-
sons. Thus, the differences in results between experi- (Amaral and Price, 1984). The known anatomic relation-
ships of temporal lobe visual regions and the amygdalaments for the happy versus neutral comparison are likely
due to habituation to facial stimuli. weigh in favor of the later possibility (Aggleton et al.,
1980; Amaral and Price, 1984).Habituation is known to occur rapidly to simple audi-
tory stimuli in a significant proportion of amygdala neu- Gallagher and Holland (1994) have proposed that sep-
arate neuronal subsystems modulate attention on therons (Bordi and LeDoux, 1992). In single units in rats,
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basis of emotional cues and change the incentive value functional integrity of the amygdala in these and other
psychiatric disorders. Such studies are currently under-of cues in reward conditioning. Indeed, recent rodent
work suggests a dissociation between amygdala central way in our laboratory.
nucleus function, related to regulation of attention to-
ward rewarding stimuli, and basolateral nucleus func- Summation
tion, related to the acquisition of cue value during condi- In summary,we observed, in twoexperiments with sepa-
tioning (Hatfield et al., 1996). Our data, showing rapid rate cohorts of normal volunteers, anterior amygdala
amygdala habituation to emotional stimuli, and concur- signal change in response to rapid visual presentation of
rent activation of amygdala with primary perceptual cor- fearful versus neutral faces (left > right). This replicated
tex to facial expression, would be consistent with the observation confirms the involvement of the amygdala
human amygdala quickly assessing input for emotional in the assessment of threat-related stimuli. We also ob-
valence, then modulating the activity of primary percep- served left anterior amygdala activation in the second
tual cortices, via back projections, to produce increased experiment for the happy versus neutral comparison;
attention to emotional stimuli. this observation needs to be replicated before it can be
interpreted to extend amygdala function to include the
assessment of nonthreatening or reward-related stimuli.
Psychiatric Illness and the Amygdala In both experiments, the relative magnitude of amyg-
In recent years, the amygdala has also been implicated dala activation diminished from the first to secondepoch
in a number of psychiatric illnesses, such as depression of neutral, as well as fearful faces, suggesting a within-
and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Drevets and run habituation effect. In the second experiment, a simi-
colleagues (1992) have used PET to observe, relative lar within-run habituation effect was also noted for
to normal controls, increased resting blood flow in the happy faces. Unlike the first experiment that showed
amygdala of patients with familial depressive disease minimal brain activity for the visual processing of happy
without admixture of anxiety symptoms. Increased versus neutral faces, the second experiment showed
amygdala blood flow correlated with the severity of the significant left amygdala signal changes for this con-
depressive symptoms. In a resting state, these patients trast. The first experiment was done in a fixed order with
produced results similar to those of our normal volun- the runs containing happy faces always after the runs
teers viewing fearful faces. The depressed subjects with fearful faces. In contrast, the second experiment
demonstrated this relative amygdala activation in the used a fully counterbalanced order, which allowed dem-
absence of facial or threat-related stimuli, and in re- onstration and statistical confirmation of an across-run
peated scans before and after medication treatment. In habituation effect in the amygdala during the visual pro-
other studies, depressed subjects have demonstrated cessing of happy faces (Table 3). These within-run and
impaired production of emotional facial expressions across-run habituation effects in the amygdala signifi-
(Jaeger et al., 1986; Greden et al., 1986), decreased cantly extend the work of Bordi and colleagues (1992,
visuospatial function relative to matched controls 1993) by demonstrating that the human amygdala rap-
(Fromm and Schopflocher, 1984), and abnormal recog- idly habituates to complex visual and emotionally va-
nition of facial expression (Mikhailova et al., 1996; Fein- lenced stimuli.
berg et al., 1986; Gur et al., 1992; Rubinov and Post, Finally, compared with the low level baseline consisting
1992; Schneider et al., 1992). Primary amygdala dys- of flickering fixation points, post hoc analysis suggested
function for assessing emotional stimuli would have seri- the posterior amygdala responded to all facialexpressions
ous consequences for circuitry mediating emotional used in the second experiment, as did the control region
processing, brain reward, and emotional memory. of the fusiform gyrus. The fusiform gyrus also showed the
Elevated amygdala blood flow has also been noted same activation for the fearful versus neutral and happy
by Rauch and colleagues (1995) in PTSD patients under- versus neutral comparisons, suggesting modulation of the
going symptom provocation. In this study, subjects lis- function of this visual region due to increased attention
tened to scripts of their traumatic experience and to to emotional stimuli. These observations extend to hu-
scripts of a nontraumatic event. The subsequent sub- mans the animal electrophysiology results of Rolls,Perrett,
traction revealed elevated amygdala blood flow associ- and colleagues (Rolls, 1981, 1984, 1985, 1991; Perrett and
ated with the PTSD symptomatic state. Of note, patients Rolls, 1982; Perrett et al., 1982; Hasselmo et al., 1989),
reported reexperiencing phenomenon characterized by demonstrating a system projecting from temporal cortex
intense emotion and visual imagery, despite stimuli be- to amygdala for evaluation of faces and their emotional
ing purely auditory in presentation. In this experiment, valence. In this system, the human amygdala appears to
auditory input was matched between conditions being respond preferentially to emotionally valenced faces, with
contrasted. It was the emotional salience to the subject rapid habituation to these stimuli.
of one condition versus another that produced activa-
tion in the PTSD subjects. The amygdala activation in Experimental Procedures
PTSD subjects might represent an oversensitization to
Subjectsthreat-related stimuli, or an inability to habituate to them.
Scanning was performed on ten right-handed men in the first experi-The current experiments have demonstrated consis-
ment (mean age, 27.1 6 4.1 years; range, 23–33 years) and eighttent recruitment of the amygdala in the context of an
right-handed men in the second experiment (mean age, 25.9 6 3.3
experimental paradigm that employs affectively va- years; range, 22–32 years). Subjects had no history of psychiatric,
lenced stimuli. This may represent a useful tool (both neurological, orother medical illness, or treatment with psychotropic
medications.logistically and in terms of face validity) for probing the
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Paradigm for Experiment 1 that was viewed through an overhead mirror in the magnet bore.
For both experiments, subjects viewed the neutral faces for 1–2 minFaces used in these experiments were obtained from Ekman and
Friesen (1976). They were standardized at the Massachusetts Insti- prior to actual experimentation so that images could be focused
and centered in the visual field of each subject.tute of Technology Media Laboratory by digitization, scaling of ex-
tents, and normalization of contrast across all expressions for each
of the individuals utilized (n 5 8), and across all individuals in the Imaging
cohort. The experiment employed an A-B-C-B-C-B design (see Fig- For both experiments, scanning was performed with a quadrature
ure 1) with epochs of rapid face presentation. For A in the A-B-C- head-coil and a 1.5 T MR scanner (General Electric) modified for
B-C-B design, subjects saw 36 presentations of a blank screen echo-planar imaging (Advanced NMR). Imaging involved the follow-
(z200 ms) followed by a fixation point (z300 ms). In B, subjects ing protocol. First, a sagittal localizer scan (conventional T1-
saw first 72 (over 36 s) and subsequently 120 presentations (over weighted SPOIL GRASS GE sequence; through-plane resolution 5
60 s) of eight faces in random order; neutral expressions (z200 ms) 2.8 mm; 60 slices) was performed to orient, for subsequent scans,
were followed by a fixation point (z300 ms). In C, subjects saw 14 (first experiment) or 15 (second experiment) contiguous axial
faces with one emotion presented 72 times per epoch (36 s) with slices along the AC–PC line and covering the whole brain. This scan
the same timing parameters as in B. Subjects were scanned twice was also used as the structural scan for Talairach transformation.
per emotion (four total runs in fixed order),with 4 min of rest between Next, an automated shimming technique was used to optimize B0
runs. We used a fixed order of runs (i.e., fear runs first and then homogeneity (Reese et al., 1995). This was followed by a spoiled
happy runs) to assure that brain responses to fearful faces would gradient recall (SPGR) T1-weighted flow-compensated scan (resolu-
not be confounded by carryover activation. Rapid presentation of tion 5 1.6 mm 3 1.6 mm 3 8 mm) scan, which was primarily obtained
faces was used to minimize eye movement. Rest time between to aide Talairach transformation during data analysis (see Breiter et
experimental runs allowed changes in arousal to return to baseline. al., 1996). The fourth scan was a T1-weighted echo-planar inversion
The length of epoch B was longer in its second and third iterations recovery sequence (TI 5 1200 ms; in-plane resolution 5 1.57 mm) for
to allow potential signal changes from the emotional face epochs high resolution structural images to be used in preliminary statistical
(i.e., epoch C) to return to the baseline level of the neutral condition; maps, but not with Talairach transformed or averaged ones. Finally,
pilot studies had suggested some carryover activation between ep- an asymmetric spin echo T2*-weighted sequence (TR 5 3000 for
ochs of emotional faces. Within each experimental epoch, the se- the first experiment, and TR52000 for the second experiment,
quence of eight faces was randomized; use of the same eight faces TE 5 50, 1808 refocusing pulse offset by 225 ms; FOV 5 40 3 20
allowed subjects to habituate to facial identity while the neutral face cm; in-plane resolution 5 3.125 mm; through-plane resolution 5 8
condition served as a control for viewing faces as objects (George mm; 14–15 contiguous axial slices along AC–PC line and covering
et al., 1993). whole brain) was used to measure “activation” (local increases in
blood flow and oxygenation) (Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1992;
Paradigm for Experiment 2 Bandettini et al., 1992). Images were acquired interleaved for 82
The experiment employed an A-B-C-B-C-B-A or an A-C-B-C-B-C-A timepoints per run in the first experiment, and 120 timepoints per
design (see Figure 1) with equal length epochs of the same faces run in the second experiment.
as above. In A, subjects saw 60 presentations of a blank screen
(z200 ms) followed by a fixation point (z300 ms). In B, subjects saw Data Analysis
72 presentations of eight faces in random order; neutral expressions Motion Correction
(z200 ms) were followed by a fixation point (z300 ms). In C, subjects To reduce head motion, subjects utilized bite-bars, and echo-planar
saw faces with one emotion presented 72 times per epoch with the data was motion corrected using an algorithm (Jiang et al., 1995)
same timing parameters as in B. Given two within run orderings for adapted from Woods et al. (1992). Correctable motion detected with
epochs of neutral versus emotional faces, there were four distinct this algorithm was minimal for most subjects in both experiments
runs overall. The order in which they were performed was counter- (maximal deviation < 0.5 mm); though, one subject had a maximal
balanced by emotion, and by epoch order within run; the second deviation < 3 mm for two of his runs. After motion correction, no
experiment was thus counterbalanced for order with the one con- time series data evidenced any residual motion in the form of cortical
straint that the two runs per emotion were executed in tandem. As rim or ventricular artifacts for either experiment.
before, there was 4 min rest between scans, covert paradigm design Talairach Transformation
with passive viewing of rapid face presentations, and use of the Four functional runs and one conventional structural scan of each
same eight individuals for each expression presented in random subject were transformed into Talairach space (Talairach and Tour-
order per epoch. noux, 1988; Breiter et al., 1995, Soc. Magn. Reson., abstract; Breiter
In this experiment, a low level baseline, consisting of alternating et al., 1996) and resliced in the coronal orientation over 57 slices
presentation of a blank screen (z200 ms) with a fixation point (z300 with isotropic voxel dimensions (x,y,z 5 3.125 mm); given movement
ms), was also included at the beginning and the end of each run. between acquisitions of structural and functional scans, functional
The comparison of this low level baseline to facial expressions inter- data were further fit to the structural scan by translation of exterior
mixed with fixation points, theoretically, approximates the compari- contours. For the first experiment, the data set of one subject evi-
son of a flickering array of one facial expression to a state where denced movement between structural and functional scans of >
the individual is resting with eyes open, viewing a blankscreen. Such 2 voxels in magnitude and, therefore, was discarded from further
a low level control condition allows us to look at all the activations analysis. No such movement problems were evident in the eight
involved with the face expression conditions in addition to those subjects scanned for the second experiment.
provided by the direct comparison of face conditions to each other. Normalization, Averaging, and Concatenation
For both experiments, Talairach-transformed functional data were
Subject Instructions Prior to Scanning intensity scaled (i.e., normalized to the first run in the first experi-
Prior to beginning both experiments, subjects were told that they ment, or the fearful versus neutral BCBCB run in the second experi-
would see rapid presentations of faces intermixed with fixation ment) so that all mean baseline raw magnetic resonance signals
points, that sometimes the faces would change, and that they were were equal. Talairach-transformed structural and functional data
to focus on the fixation points while getting an overall gestalt of the were then averaged by run across the remaining nine subjects of
faces. the first experiment and eight subjects of the second experiment.
Thus, for the first experiment, since runs were performed with a
fixed order, each of the first neutral versus fear runs were averagedParadigm Implementation
For both experiments, the visual stimuli were projected via a Macin- together, and so forth for the subsequent three runs. In the case of
the second experiment, for which run order was randomized, eachtosh computer (Apple Computer) and a back projection television
system (Sharp Liquid Crystal, RU2000) outside the Faraday shield of the neutral versus fear runs with an BCBCB sequence were aver-
aged, regardless of the order in which it was performed relative toof the scanner. These projected stimuli were then focused via a
biconvex lens (Buhl Optical) inside the Faraday shield onto a screen the other three runs. After averaging, for the first experiment, the
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averaged second run for each facial emotion was normalized to signal intensity time course for each ROI (one ROI [ROI 3] was
defined post hoc after evaluation of the second experiment). Thesethe first run. For the second experiment, each CBCBC run was
normalized relative to its counterpart BCBCB run using the pre- and ROI based time courses were then statistically evaluated for four
separate contrasts. For the fear versus neutral and the happy versuspostfixation point epochs as baseline. For both experiments, the
two runs for each emotional expression were then concatenated neutral contrasts, we first performed a Kruskal–Wallis test; where
this showed a significant effect by group (i.e., between the three(Breiter et al., 1995, Soc. Magn. Reson., abstract; Breiter et al., 1995,
Soc. Neurosci., abstract). conditions of fixation point, fearful faces, and neutral faces), we
then performed an unpaired KS test between the fearful versusVoxel-by-Voxel Statistical Mapping
KS statistical maps were constructed (Breiter et al., 1996) from these neutral conditions and the happy versus neutral conditions. For the
contrast between the fearful condition scanned before the runs withaveraged, concatenated data sets comparing counterbalanced
emotionally expressive and neutral epochs of each run. In the case happy faces, and the fearful condition scanned after the runs with
happy faces, we performed an unpaired KS test. The same proce-of the first experiment, this implied that four emotional epochs were
compared with six neutral epochs, while in the case of the second dure was done for the happy condition collected before and after
runs with fearful faces. Since we evaluated three ROIs with fourexperiment, this implied that five emotional epochs were compared
with five neutral epochs. KS maps were also constructed for individ- specific contrasts, our corrected threshold for significance was p
< 0.05/12 or p < 0.004 for each of the 12 contrasts. It must be noteduals in the first experiment to evaluate what percentage of subjects
showed amygdala activation. All nine individual KS maps for the that this analysis incorporates some variation due to experimental
design (i.e., temporal dependence) over and above the variation dueneutral versus fear condition showed similar amygdala activation
to the average maps, though at less stringent p value thresholds. to measurement and biology. This is likely to increase the chance
of type II error, though its exact effect cannot be predicted.A similar comparison was not done for the second experiment given
the fully counterbalanced order in which runs were performed. The three ROIs incorporated voxels from the fearful versus neutral
comparison of the first experiment, thresholded at p < 0.001, whichStatistical maps of other comparisons were also generated, such
as to compare neutral faces with the baseline of fixation points, or were in the amygdala on the basis of superposition over high resolu-
tion conventional T1-weighted images in the Talairach domain (theseto compare the initial epoch of one facial expression with the next
epoch containing the same facial expression (i.e., within run signal voxels were also used to produce the signal time course for the
data in the first experiment displayed in Figure 2b). As can be seenchange for one facial expression). In the first experiment, compari-
son of neutral faces to the initial epoch of fixation points was per- in Figure 2a, one left amygdala ROI (one over four slices; ROI 1) and
one right amygdala ROI (over two slices; ROI 3) were used. Anotherformed to evaluate activation in the control region of the fusiform
gyrus. Specifically, for each concatenated pair of runs, the first left amygdala ROI was defined post hoc after evaluation of the
second experiment (over one slice; ROI 3). Time course data wasepoch of 6 fixation timepoints was compared with the first neutral
epoch of 12 timepoints (and separately, the first epoch of emotional collected from the normalized, averaged and concatenated data for
the runs with fearful and the runs with happy faces in the secondfaces) to evaluate activation in the control region of the fusiform
gyrus. For evaluation of percent signal change over time with that experiment. Time course data taken from the ROIs (over multiple
slices) was drift corrected using the fixation point epochs at begin-control activation, all four (averaged) runs were concatenated after
normalization of baselines to the first run; a KS map was then gener- ning and end of each run for drift assessment. Time course data
was then renormalized with the fixation point epochs being scaledated for the fixation point versus first neutral epoch comparison,
and percent signal change calculated per run over the activated to zero. Time course data that had been collected over multiple
slices was then averaged to produce one time course per anatomicregion thresholded at p < 1027. For the second experiment, fixation
point versus neutral face comparisons involved comparison of the ROI. Kruskal–Wallis and KS tests were then conducted for the fearful
versus neutral contrast, and the happy versus neutral contrast (seefirst and last fixation point epochs (60 total timepoints) within each
set of concatenated runs against the five neutral face epochs (180 Table 3).
To assess in rigorous fashion the signal decrement for fearful andtotal timepoints) within each set of concatenated runs. As with the
first experiment, the emotional face epochs in their respective runs happy conditions across runs (i.e., habituation across run), a further
analysis was performed. Instead of averaging all eight of the CBCBCwere also compared with the fixation point baseline.
For statistical mapping of within-run signal change with each of runs (or the BCBCB runs per emotional condition), separate aver-
ages were done of the four runs with fearful faces (and the four runsthe three facial expressions, the data analyzed for each fear versus
neutral and happy versus neutral face comparison was reanalyzed with happy faces) that had been performed first (i.e., subjects 1, 2,
5, and 6). A similar average was calculated for the four runs withfor each fear (epoch 1) versus fear (epoch 2), happy (epoch 1) versus
happy (epoch 2), and neutral (epoch 1) versus neutral (epoch 2) fearful faces (and the four runs with happy faces) that had been
performed last (i.e., subjects 3, 4, 7, and 8). The new averaged datacomparison.
The correction for multiple comparisons of this data was p < 6.6 3 for the two runs with fearful faces (BCBCB and CBCBC) were then
subjected to the same normalization and concatenation procedures1024 given an average total volume for the amygdala of 5.5 cm
(Filipek et al., 1994) or 76 voxels. The Bonferroni correction for all described above, with the one difference that data acquired first
was in a separate average from that acquired last. The new averagedgray matter voxels sampled in the brain was 7.1 3 1026.
The time course of signal change was evaluated for each putative data for the two runs with happy faces was processed in a similar
fashion. The same ROIs described above were then applied to theseactivation identified on statistical maps of averaged data. These
signal intensity versus time curves were assessed to ascertain that four new averages to produce signal intensity versus time curves.
ROI data were drift corrected, normalized relative to zero for theactivation did not precede stimulus presentation or change and
that activation specifically followed the experimental paradigm. All fixation point epochs, and averaged across slices as discussed
above. KS statistics were then calculated for each ROI comparingactivations had to meet these two criteria.
Anatomic Localization the fear condition for the four subjects who had it first, versus the
four subjects who had it last. A similar contrast was calculatedStatistical maps were superimposed over high resolution conven-
tional T1-weighted images that werealso transformed into the Talair- comparing the happy condition for the four subjects who underwent
two runs with happy faces first, versus those who underwent twoach domain. Anatomically, the amygdala was located on coronally
resliced T1-weighted scans by both Talairach coordinates and these runs with happy faces last.
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